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WHEN CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS SAILED FROM
Spain in 1492 he carried with him a heavily annotated copy of
Marco Polo's travels. His objective, as many school children
today know, was to find Zipangu (Japan), where "they have

gold in great abundance, because it is found in measureless quantities."
(Quoted from Marco Polo The Travels trans. By Ronald Latham NY: Penguin,
1982, p. 244.) Even after sighting land in the Western Hemisphere, Columbus
devoted the rest of that famous voyage, and indeed his remaining years, to the
search for Japan and her gold.

After a visit to the Bank of Japan's Currency Museum, you will be able to
report that you have fulfilled Columbus' quest! The Bank of Japan's Currency
Museum (Kahei Hakubutsukan in Japanese) has quantities of gold -- in coins,
bars, and dust -- that would have made Columbus tingle with excitement. It
also has paper money treasures that would make even the most jaded readers of
this publication's eyes water.

This collection, the nucleus of which was purchased at the close of World
War II from prominent Japanese numismatist Keibun Tanaka, has grown to
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more than 200,000 pieces. Of the 5,000 pieces that are on display at any one
time are the largest gold coin ever minted, the Tenshoh Naga Ohban, an actual
heap of gold dust, an exhaustive array of Japanese and Asian bills and coins, and
an impressive collection of global currencies.

Among the Japanese coins alone the variety is intriguing. During WWII
and since the Japanese mint (which is in Osaka, not Tokyo) minted coinage in
not only the standard gold-silver-copper sequence (and their alloys) but also
tin, aluminum, bronze, brass, iron and even clay (minted" in 1944 but never
circulated)! Not only can one find yen (which can mean "round" or "circular")
but also sen, zeni, koban, ohban, gob and variations of these denominations. The
Japanese even minted coins exclusively for foreign trade and carrying the
English term "Trade Dollar" (boekigin) -- struck in 1875-1877 to facilitate for-
eign trade and replace the awkwardly over-stamped Mexican dollars then wide-
ly used in the Pacific Rim.

The Currency Museum is a bit of an anachronism. Although housed in
the confines of the granite block Bank of Japan edifice, the epitome of 19th
century solidity, the museum's displays are anything but. The lighting and the
display cases are refreshingly modern (the "new" museum dates from 1985) and
interactive. For example, lighted displays above one set of cases link geogra-
phies and currencies. Even though placards only give the title of each display
in English and the text in Japanese, a clearly illustrated and well-written
English text guidebook enlightens international visitors on the importance of
each step in the development of Japan's currency.

Chronologically the Currency Museum begins in ancient times with the
use of rice and other commodities in barter. Early currency usage in Japan
depended on the importation of Chinese copper coins or the regional minting
of imitations. The first references to coin usage in Japan are difficult to date
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precisely, but may have occurred as early as the pre-Christian era.
Many readers of Paper Money may be familiar with the famous gold

ohbans begun by Toyotomi Hideyoshi in 1588, and minted by successive
Japanese rulers for the next three centuries. Until the late 19th century, how-
ever, most measures of value in Japan were done on the basis of weight. The
lack of a national currency mirrored the fragmentation of Japan's polity.

Paper currency made its debut in Japan first through an association of
leading merchants in the Ise-Yamada district (near Nara) in 1601, shortly
before the Tokugawa Bakufu (ruled 1603-1868) consolidated its power to
emerge as the defacto government of Japan. The uniquely long and thin (226
mm x 40 mm) Yamada Hagaki began to circulate.

Later (in 1665) a local ruler (of the Fukui domain) issued hansatsu
(domainal paper) with the backing of local, prominent merchants in various
denominations and sizes. These domainal issues circulated alongside domainal
mintings, shogzinal ohban, ryoh, bukin, M0711171e, etc. until 1868.

The "opening" of Japan to Western interests, and the Meiji Restoration
(1868) had a profound impact on Japanese currency and its development. The
new government enlisted German assistance to print the first yen notes, British

assistance to strike the first modern coins, Italian assistance (in the person of
engraver Eduardo Chiossone) to design many of the early paper currency issues
and American assistance (the Continental Bank Note Company of Chicago,
Illinois) to supply a series of historical vignettes that would adorn its national
bank notes.

Foreign influence in the design of these notes is highlighted in the
Currency Museum's exhibits by placing (for example) an American "green-
back" of the late 1860s with a (Japanese) national 5-yen banknote of 1873
(which used a similar ink). Likewise, the first domestically printed Empress
Jingu notes (by engraver Chiossone) in 1881 depicted the Empress looking
remarkably like the 18th century Austrian Empress Maria Theresa!

Japanese paper currency of this early period is remarkable not only for its
colors (everything from pink to purple and blue to brown) or for the heavy
usage of foreign expertise, but also because so many of the early issues were
bilingual. On the face of these notes would be Japanese text and characters and
on the back an English translation.

The other remarkable item in modern Japan is the absence of any large
denomination bills. The Y10,000 bill (at that time equivalent to less than $30)
was not issued until 1957.

In the summer of 2000, appropriately enough, a Y2000 bill was intro-
duced into circulation picturing Shureimon Gate, the ceremonial entrance into
Shuni Castle and the symbol of Okinawa on the face. The note's back illustrates
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a scene from Japan's 1000- year-old national novel, the Tale of Genji. Other
recent notes feature famous Japanese men of the late 19th/early 20th centuries,
including: author Natsume Soseki, statesman Dr. Nitobe Inazo, scholar
Fukuzawa Yukichi.

Other relevant curios in the Currency Museutn are clustered in thematic
exhibits. For example, a display of the largest "coins" (stone slabs from Yap
Island, approximately one meter in diameter), odd shaped coins from such
countries as Bangladesh, Swaziland, Iraq, and Hong Kong, and of an array of
Chinese coins (e.g. obelisks, key-shaped pieces, "dagger" coins, and several
shapes that can only be described as slugs of metal).

If you are interested in the printing of currency and financial documents
such as stocks and bonds, the Ministry of Finance Printing Museum is in
Shinjuku's Ichigaya district, near the corporate headquarters of Dai Nippon
printing.

The Bank of Japan Currency Museum itself is tucked away on the second
floor in a modern annex of the Bank of Japan, and is crisply modern. It is just a
short 10-minute walk due north of central Tokyo's Tokyo Station. Your
efforts to view its attractions will be amply rewarded with an informative, visu-
ally pleasing experience. Better still, you won't find crowds or an entrance fee -
- just gold, silver, paper money and odd and curious moneys from around the
world. And you'll have your very own Marco Poloesque travel experience to
bring home and share with your collecting friends.
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